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Success Criteria

• I can create and perform sequences with a partner.

• I can use set criteria to make simple judgments about performances and suggest ways they could be improved.

Handy Hints
Use body tension to keep your balances stable.

YEAR 5

Gymnastics
Lesson 1

Learning Objective
To be able to perform symmetrical and asymmetrical balances.

https://www.getset4pe.co.uk/
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Equipment
Mats x 15

Asymmetrical Individual Balances Document

Basic Shapes Document

Partner Balances Document

Safety in partner and group balances Document

Symmetrical Balances Document
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Warm Up and Introduction
15 Mins

Put the mats out:
Pupils need one mat between two.

Teacher note: see guidelines in the resource bank on safely moving apparatus.

 

Shapes:
Sitting on one mat between two. Teach the pupils the basic gymnastics shapes. Teacher to show with pupils copying or show the pupils the resource card 'Basic Shapes' for pupils to

copy.

Pike 

Straddle 
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Tuck

Front support  

Back support

 

Traffic lights:
Avoiding the mats laid out, pupils find a space and respond to the following instructions:

Green - jog around weaving in between the mats
Soft knees and landing. Shouldn’t be able to hear them.

Amber - star jump on the spot.
Red - hold a five second balance on a mat.
Make it interesting by using different body parts to balance on.

Car - sit in a tuck shape.
Roundabout - jump two half turn jumps.
Make this harder by completing one full turn.
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Skill Development
25 Mins

Body tension activity:
Emphasise the importance of strong body tension when performing balances to help to keep pupils stable.

Teacher note: body tension is when all the muscles required in a balance are squeezed and tensed.

A Dish rock:
Pupils lie on their back in a dish shape with their arms extended beside their ears. They try to rock back and forth.

Keep your lower back curved in order to rock smoothly.

Squeeze your abdominal (stomach), quadriceps (thigh) and deltoid (shoulder) muscles to rock.

B Leg lowers:
Pupils lie on their back with their legs straight in the air. Place their hands under their bottom, as if sitting on them. Slowly lower legs to within an inch of the floor. Repeat ten times.

Keep the lower part of your back pressed into the floor.

Squeeze your abdominal muscles to control the speed of the legs.

Make this easier by lowering one leg at a time.
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C Plank hold:
In pairs, pupil A assumes the front support position, pupil B lifts up pupil A’s feet so that their body is parallel to the floor. Pupil B lets go of one foot at a time. They will not say when or

which foot they will release. So pupil A needs to squeeze their muscles to ensure they have control even when not supported. 

Symmetrical and asymmetrical:
Ask the pupils to identify what the difference is between symmetrical and asymmetrical shapes.

Teacher note: symmetrical – both sides are exactly the same. Asymmetrical – when both sides are different.
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Ask the pupils to create two individual balances that are symmetrical and two individual balances that are asymmetrical. Ask them to use two different levels, low, medium or high.

Use strong body tension to hold the balance for 5 seconds.

Create interesting shapes using clear extension where required.

Make this easier by using the resource card 'Symmetrical Balances' and 'Asymmetrical Balances' for ideas.

 
Partner balances:
In pairs, pupils create two symmetrical and two asymmetrical partner balances. Discuss the importance of having good body tension when supporting or being supported by a partner. 

Talk with your partner before entering into a balance. 

Be minful of the safety considerations of a balance and alway enter and exit a balance with control.

Make this easier by using the partner balance sheet for ideas.

 

Create a sequence:
Ask the pupils to link their four partner balances together. They will need to decide on an order for the balances and consider what travelling actions they could use to link them together

e.g. jumps, rolls, slides, spins etc.

Make the sequence interesting by using different levels, pathways and directions.

Use a starting and finishing position.

Hold each balance for 5 seconds.

Make this harder by asking the pupils to include a set number of actions in their sequence.
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Plenary
5 Mins

Ask the pupils what the difference is between a symmetrical and asymmetrical balance.

Ask the pupils to share the movements they used to link their balances together, why did they choose particular travelling actions to link certain balances?

Ask the pupils to recap on the safety considerations when developing partner balances.

 

 

 


